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Overview 

 

What is BECKSANG? 

BECKSANG is a unified cryptocurrency 

platform that provides cloud mining, 

mining pools, mining tools, and trading 

market to the client and enables the 

new decentralized cryptocurrency 

platform. The cloud mining, mining 

pool and mining tool provided by 

BECKSANG will help the clients reduce 

time and cost taken for the transaction. 

Transactions may always happen during 

the mining, trading, funding processes, 

and even when simply sending money 

to someone else. BECKSANG’s unified 

platform will simplify the procedures by 

reducing the number of transactions 

through the system of a single universal 

wallet for each platform. BECKSANG 

expects the reduced transaction 

process will become an attraction for 

the cryptocurrency miners, because the 

simplified procedure will allow them to 

save money. As a number of miners are 

expected to be induced by the low fee, 

BECKSANG will create profit through 

the advertisement despite the fact that 

the fee is 0%. Investors can exchange 

hashrate with ARI token through 

BECKSANG cloud mining. Taking 

BECKSANG's mining and trading market 

as the groundwork, we will make a new 

cryptocurrency for the online trading. In 

conclusion, early investors will earn 

hashrates through BECKSANG cloud 

mining, the miners will mine at a low 

fee with BECKSANG mining platform, 

and advertisers will get high-quality 

cryptocurrency focused advertisements, 

which will enable the implementation of 

a new cryptocurrency that works as the 

national currency. 

 

Mining (NOAH) 

 

Operation Method 

As a strategy to invite miners, the 

BECKSANG mining pool will offer a 

permanent 0% fee for miners. The cloud 

mining system will allow mining within this 

pool, which will lead to a huge-scale 

mining pool. The mining tool will charge a 

0.5% dev fee, which is 3 times less 

compared to the conventional fee of other 

services. The BECKSANG cloud mining will 

be offering a very reasonable price to the 

customers. Customers will add hashrates 

through the purchase of virtual GPUs in 
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which each GPU will have its own hashrate 

for mining. The price of each GPU will be 

calculated with the actual GPUs and the 

relevant tables of price comparison will be 

are open to the public. The BECKSANG 

cloud mining will accept refunds and the 

refund payments will be made through the 

time-base calculations. Customers can also 

monitor their hashrates through the 

BECKSANG mining pool. Successful 

advertisements are expected for those 

launching ICOs and others because miners 

usually monitor their hashrates to make 

sure that no problems are brought about. 

Also, the miners are actual potential 

investors who use cryptocurrency for 

investment. As mentioned in the overview, 

the payout will be managed in a very swift 

manner due to a huge procedural decrease 

in terms of transaction through BECKSANG. 

 

Pursuit 

The miners and advertisers will get 

advantages with the BECKSANG mining 

service, including the instant payout, 

low fee, and advertisement efficiency. 

BECKSANG mining will be connected 

with the BECKSANG trading market. 

Therefore, if a miner wants to exchange 

the cryptocurrency, the trade will be 

done almost instantly. Reduced fees will 

be a huge advantage to miners, 

because it becomes even more 

profitable as the scale of mining 

increases. Mining tools will be 

distributed from the BECKSANG 

website so that miners won’t need to 

search for mining tools for each 

cryptocurrency. Investors will get their 

advantages from cloud mining 

hashrates. BECKSANG protects 

investors who exchange ARI token into 

hashrates, which is a very favorable deal 

as an investment reward. 

 

Strategy 

The BECKSANG mining pool offers 

lifetime updates. It is observed that the 

mining pools of our competitors are 

hardly updated in terms of UI, and they 

are not so open to hearing 

inconveniences from miners. But 

BECKSANG offers a convenient mining 

pool website with an effective and 

dynamic graphic UI for miners. 

BECKSANG will also run a Q&A board 

to hear about any complaints and 

inconveniences from the users. The 

existing cloud mining services do not 
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provide a large variety of choices for a 

specific cryptocurrency. However, 

BECKSANG cloud mining service allows 

the customers to choose what to mine 

just as if there is a real mining rig. 

Mining tools are provided for the 

specific cryptocurrency so that the 

miners must collect a specific mining 

tool for each cryptocurrency. The 

BECKSANG mining tool will be 

controlled by each account holder of 

the BECKSANG mining pool. Therefore, 

it is easy for the miners to choose what 

they want to mine. In addition, the 

BECKSANG mining pool and the 

BECKSANG mining tool will also be 

available with various cryptocurrencies. 

 

Trading Market (RAGNAROK) 

 

Preparation 

Cryptocurrency trading markets 

currently exist all over the world. The 

existing markets have different prices of 

cryptocurrency, and only a few national 

currencies are exchangeable with 

cryptocurrency. The aim of BECKSANG 

cryptocurrency trading market is to 

exchange cryptocurrency with various 

national currencies, as the groundwork 

for the next project. The BECKSANG 

cryptocurrency trading market will 

serve various algorithms to create 

graphs. There are only a few trading 

markets that have a variety of graphing 

algorithms. Graphs are the only reliable 

partner in the world of currency trading, 

but many trading markets do not offer 

this important service. Since the 

BECKSANG cryptocurrency trading 

market will distribute worldwide, there 

will be a 0% fee for cryptocurrency 

trading. BECKSANG will also be 

maintaining the market through the 

advertisements. The advertisements 

made in the BECKSANG cryptocurrency 

trading market will aim to be the big-

scale advertisements. 

 

Future 

The BECKSANG cryptocurrency trading 

market has various targets. The 

cryptocurrency trades will be made all 

around the world, and the 

advertisement through BECKSANG will 

be global. The BECKSANG 
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cryptocurrency trading market also 

offers 0% fee for the traders for 

cryptocurrency trading, which is 

expected to attract many traders from 

all over the world. Trading, buying, or 

selling the cryptocurrency in the 

BECKSANG cryptocurrency trading 

market will assist the traders when 

negotiating with the local banks to 

convert the cryptocurrency into the 

actual national currencies. 

 

Differentiation 

The differentiation of BECKSANG 

cryptocurrency trading market focuses 

on the stability. Some trade markets 

cannot handle the large traffic when the 

transactions flood within a certain 

period of time. BECKSANG engineers 

are very experienced in handling a large 

amount of traffics.  

 

New Decentralized Cryptocurrency 

(CREATION) 

 

Next generation 

BECKSANG is planning to launch a new 

decentralized cryptocurrency that can 

be used for the real-world online 

shopping. There is no cryptocurrency 

that truly exists as money, but only as 

funds. Only Bitcoin is barely in use as 

real-life money in specific areas. 

BECKSANG is looking forward to 

negotiating with big online shopping 

markets to use its cryptocurrency as a 

payment gateway. When a customer 

makes a payment in BECKSANG 

cryptocurrency at an online market to 

buy goods, BECKSANG will pay the bill 

through the BECKSANG cryptocurrency 

trading market. The BECKSANG 

cryptocurrency will be mineable and 

tradable in the BECKSANG 

cryptocurrency trade market. All three 

projects will lead to one giant network 

and will be the biggest platform in each 

field. 

 

Stabilization 

The BECKSANG cryptocurrency takes 

the massive simultaneous transactions 

and data into consideration. Bitcoin and 

Ethereum have big issues today and are 

yet unable to solve the problem 

completely. The BECKSANG 
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cryptocurrency will address those 

problems, and every other issue that 

has to be taken under attention. The 

biggest advantage is that the 

BECKSANG cryptocurrency trading 

market will carry out as a bank to make 

this happen. All three platforms will 

bring a synergistic effect to become the 

biggest platform in the industry. 

 

Challenge 

Researches will be conducted 

consistently after launching the 

cryptocurrency. The conventional 

cryptocurrency makers have been 

indifferent in terms of managing 

inconvenience claims after sales. 

BECKSANG will open a forum dedicated 

to the relevant cryptocurrency to 

promote lively discussions about the 

BECKSANG cryptocurrency and other 

platforms. 

 

Closing 

Currencies as a means of business have 

evolved along with human technology. 

People always aim for easiness and 

comfort. Cash is easy to carry, credit 

cards are much easier to carry, and 

nowadays payments are made through 

mobile devices. Digital is and will be the 

next evolution of currency. BECKSANG 

will lead this future. 
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